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Students protect themselves from long awaited rain that drenched the Rio
Grande Valley re cently. Valley farmers still need more rain to recover
from the drought that has plagued the Valley for two years.
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Security and safety is something
that every student wants on the
campus. Leaving a class after dark
and walking to your automobile
alone may cause you to consider
your ov,m personal protection
devices such as mace, pepper
spray, or a stun gun.
This year to take extra safety
measures there is a new type of
security phone that has been
installed at various locations on
campus, particularly the large
parking lots.

Romero Diaz took the job as Student Government Association
President with the intentions of resolving student issues with his
right-hand man SGA Vice-president James Martinez; however,
Martinez resigned last week, leaving Diaz with the burden of
searching for a new vice-president and resolving student issues.
"I have been having to pick-up the slack. It hasn't been easy
but I think we have been able to manage all the major issues that
come to us on a day to day basis,"expressed Diaz.
"He did not leave suddenly. He had been kind of thinking
about it because he really wanted to stay with SGA. Because of
time restraints, he could not balance both working full time and
going to school," Diaz said.
James currently is working with the CEED office consulting
small business' on building business plans for loans through the
Small Business Administration.
The main responsibility of the vice-president is scheduling and
conducting SGA meetings. Because there is a vice-presidency
vacancy, the job falls on the shoulders of the senate chair. "The
senate has elected a senate chair in case the vice-president is not
available then the senate chair will take over to run the meetings," said Diaz.
Even though there is an officer missing, Diaz feels, so far, conducting business at meetings is not a problem.
A ballot will not be used for the determination for the next
vice-president; so, any student may apply for the position.
"According to the constitution it does not require a ballet for
vice presidency. What happens is that people will apply for that

See VP, p. 3
Howard Miller, Chief of the
UTPA police department, said the
phones stand 10 feet high and are
black with white lettering that say
emergency.
Once activated there is a blue
beacon on a strobe above that goes
off like a siren which automatically sends an emergency signal
straight to the UTPA police department. Miller has personally been
working on this project four years.
''These phones are to help get
assistants and provide information
for emergency situations in areas
that are not considered safe,"

See PHONES , p. 7
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Xerox cancels service contract
Students lose card discount for copiers
value of the document is greater than average literature.
Freshman Lupita Rios said, "I feel if what I am copying is an
important document then it is OK to pay 20 cents. However, if was
only a magazine or book then I feel it is unjustified to all."
Xerox has canceled their service contract with UTPA August 1 and
Once the university is ready to take over the coin operated copier
will not renew unless the university accepts their conditions. "Our
operation, Auxiliary Services will bring the prices down and will give
contract expired last month, to renew the contract for this year or the
the same discount to the cards, according to Oh.
following year they want to change some conditions. The conditions I
"The cards are still usable. The copiers coming .
received are not acceptable for the university," said
will have card services," he said.
Henry Oh, auxiliary services director.
Henry feels there will not be a purchase a decline
Currently the Auxiliary Services is viewing bids. "I
in single discount cards because the cards can still
am looking at bids from Texas Copy and Oce to find
purchase other items from vending machines like
out the prices so we can run the copiers ourselves. The
sodas, chips and other snacks.
reason we are not able to run it ourselves, starting
Henry anticipates the new machines by mid
September 1, is because Xerox did not give us enough
October.
time to consider the terms of the next contract," Henry
UTPA will lose the commissions being shared with
explained. "That is why I am not happy with Xerox,"
Xerox in addition to the price increase during the
he added.
month of September and part of October. "The
Oh is in the process of evaluating the bids to replace
students, staff and faculty will not see the change
all coin operated copiers in the library and on campus.
at all. What we will do is move the machines in
Xerox has changed the price on reader printer
once the copiers have been installed and tested,
copiers, located on the third floor of the library, from
ready to go, then we will replace the machines,"
10 cents to 20 cents.
Oh said. "There will not be any discontinued
In addition, they are taking out the discount for the
services."
cards.
Henry believes the largest concern to students is
Student views are mixed and some feel the price hike
the increase of cost.
is unfair to students.
"I will make sure the prices will come down to
"The prices are too much, even if it is for certain
where it was because as it is everything is to
machines. I can't afford to pay that much if I need
expensive
these days, raising prices is not what
Reina
Martinez/"~
Pan
American
several documents to copy," said university freshman,
they
want,
added Oh.
Marisol Villarreal.
Fred Silva uses copier which will be
However, some argue that prices are justified if
replaced by auxiliary services.
Joe Zambrano
News Editor
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Committee searches for new deans
Joe Zambrano
News Editor

According
to Dr.
Rudolph Gomez, Vice-president of academic
affairs, the positions for dean in the colleges
of Education, Engineering and Health
Sciences and Human Resources are vacant
because of reorganization within the
university's structure.
"When a vacancy occurs within a college,
the Vice-president for Academic Affairs will
establish a dean's search committee," said Dr.

Gomez.
The committee will be composed of one
tenure-track faculty representative from each
department, one department chair from within
the college, one student representative, one
academic dean from another college, one
faculty representative from outside the college
and up to two additional members.
"The process that we follow is carefully
outlined," added Gomez.
Each representative will be elected from
respective departments and the student
representative is designated by the President
of the Student Government Association.

The search committee will convene and
create a job description for prospective
applicants. "We then publicize that
nationally," he said.
Dr. Gomez hopes to elect candidates for
the colleges by Christmas.
Currently, no qualified applicant has been
elected so the colleges have interim deans.
Dr. Hilda Medrano is the interim dean for the
College of Education, Dr. John Villarreal for
College of Science and Engineering and Dr.
Barbara Ann Johnson for College of Health
Sciences and Human Resources.

Education doctorate adds students
Rita Castro
The

Pan American

The third cohort of students
seeking a doctorate in educational
administration started this summer
at UTPA. The group of 15 students
were admitted into the cooperative
doctorate degree program. The
Texas
Higher
Education
Coordinating Board approved the

delivering of doctoral instruction
at UTPA in 1992.
"University of Texas-Austin professors are currently in charge till
1998. Then professors at UTPA
will be able teach without holding
hands with Austin professors." Dr.
Miguel de lo Santos, education
faculty, said.
"Four or five of the first cohorts
graduate by the Spring of 1996.
They are currently working on
their dissertations," he said.

To be accepted into the cooperative doctorate program, students
must meet admissions criteria of a
master's degree, a GPA of 3.0 on
graduate work, and a GRE score of
1050 with a minimum score 450 on
the verbal portion
The cooperative doctoral program in educational administration
opens up the opportunity for educators to continue their education
here at UTPA. Students no longer
have to disrupt their lives by trav-

eling to other Universities to get
their degree, according to de lo
Santos.
The students that are currently in
the program are mostly from the
Rio Grande Valley. In time, De Lo
Santos anticipates it will become
such a good program that "educators seeking a doctorate will come
from other parts of the country to
get specific training to work with
Hispanics students."
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Committ ee appoints new associat e vp
Oscar Gonzalez
The

Pan American

For a year and a half he
dodged bullets throughout the
jungle in order to communicate
valuable information to troops
out in the "bush." He was shot
at from every direction. Being a
courier doesn't sound like a walk
in the park when you are
relaying top secret documents
through the trenches of the
Vietnam war.
But the new associate vicepresident for graduate programs
and planning will not have to
worry about going under heavy
gun-fire to fulfill his current
missions.
Dr. George Paul Avellano,
formerly the dean of research
and graduate studies at the
University of Central Oklahoma,
fills the slot vacated by Dr.
Barbara Prater. Although the
position is not new, the title is.
Avellano will encounter the
same tasks his predecessor did,

and then some. This is because
do anything I can to have the
he has much knowledge of
university achieve it's potential."
graduate programs.
Avellano is a member of the
Since he is corning from a
Committee on Graduate
masters-granting institution, he
Education and Research,
brings hope to a doctoral
Oklahoma State Regents for
program which is currently very
Higher Education, and other
limited.
committees and councils. But
"I think we're fortunate in
Avellano's greatest asset to
getting an
UTPA is at
officer with
the
helm of
hink
Dr.
the
in getting an officer with Conference
Avellano's
experience," Dr. Ave
of Southern
said Dr.
Graduate
Rudolph
- Dr. Rudolph Gomez Schools.
Gomez in a
The group
press release. Dr. Gomez, vice
meets to discuss problems that
president of academic affairs,
the different graduate programs,
also said that the division is
which spans from the east coast
looking to him to work with the
to Texas, have in common. The
deans in order to plan future
group includes hundreds of
doctoral programs.
institutions, and UTPA has it's
Avellano believes that the
foot in the door.
university is making big changes
The associate vice-president
in the right direction, and he can
hopes the fact that Avellano is
help one aspect of UTPA's
president will help UTPA.
"I've got the experience at the
Avellano came to UTPA in
master's granting level," says
search of having a role in
Avellano of his past. "I want to
expanding the doctoral program.
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He is witness to advances in
few universities in Oklahoma,
but has not participated in those
changes.
Avellano hopes to change
that here at UTPA. He feels that
the university is expanding in
every direction, and is happy to
be a part of the changes.
"It's a very exciting time,"
says Avellano of the changes
around campus. "I was looking
forward to making this kind of
transition."
Just when you thought that
Avellano was through with
extensive list of credentials, he
adds titles such as faculty
representative for NCAA
division II, and an official for
track and field. More
importantly Avellano says he is
very student oriented.
"I do what ever I can, not
only on the job but off the job."
Avellano and his wife
Deborah have been married
since 1988. They have two
children, John and Joseph.
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Hola! week starting with a bang
Holly Meisel
The Pan American
The Office of Student Development will
sponsor the third annual HOLA ! Week
September 16-21 at the Science Quad for
welcoming new and returning students to
UTPA. During HOLA! Week, participating
departments around campus will dis eminate
information about themselves in the form of
brochures, handouts, flyers, etc.-about deadlines, applications, upcoming events and
descriptions about their services and programs.
Elvie Davis, dean of students, says that the
idea of HOLA! Week is to benefit the entire
student body; to let them know what ervices
the university has to offer.
"Unfortunately, a lot of students are here
for about the full four or five years and they
still aren't aware about some of the services
that are available such as the counseling
department or the student health services,"
she said. 'This will open doors to students
who may want or need such services."
Monday, September 16 will be Open House
Day. Students are encouraged to stop by dif-

ferent departments on campu to meet the
taff and find out what is available to them.
Participating departments include Technology
Resources, Information Resource , Student
Health, Financial Aid, Coun eling and
Advi ement Center, Honor Program, Office
of Service for Per ons With Di abilitie ,
University Library, ADAP (Alcohol Drug
Abuse Program), Student Activitie ,
Admissions Records, UPB, and the Office of
Student Development. Live mu ic will be
provided by Grupo Tenura at the UC Circle
from 11 a.m. - l p.m.
Tuesday, September 17 will be Student
Services Fair at the Quad from 11 a.m. - 1
p.m.
The department expected to participate
include the Athletic department, ROTC,
Learning Assistance Center, Counseling
Advisement Center, Student Health,
University Police Department, Drama,
University Library, ADAP, Student Activitie ,
Student Development, SGA, University
Program Board, Housing, Intra-murals, Recsports and programs that fall under Special
Programs such as the Hispanic Mother
Daughter Program, High School Equivilancy

Program, Upward Bound, and Youth
Opportunities Unlimited.
Wedne day, September 18 will be Leisure
Day at the Quad and University Center
Recreation Room, 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Coupons
will be handed out for discounts on pool. A
volleyball net will al o be set up for games.
Thursday, September 19 will be the Trade
Show. Valley businesse uch as H.E.B, WalMart, Taco Bell, Nations Bank and San
Benito Bank will offer free giveaway and
di count coupons to introduce tudent to
what they have to offer.
"It's particularly for students outside the
Valley," Davis said.
On Friday, September 20, the Office of
Student Development will be preparing for
the Fall Fiesta '96 which will be on Saturday,
September 21 in the UC Parking Lot from 8
p.m. - midnight. Joel Nava and Gary Hobbs
will perform live. The UTPA Folkloric
dancer will also perform.
Davis ays he hopes students will take
advantage of HOLA ! week and get as much
out of it as they can.
"Just listen for the music," she said, "and
follow your ears."

PHONES, from p. ! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
that are not considered safe,"
Miller said. "The phones are common on most college campuses
and they are a good safety mea-

sure."
Currently the emergency phone
has two lines one for information
and the other for emergencies.

RESTAU RANT /

C

~

The emergency phones are located in lots B, C, F and also around
area where the fieldhouse, Law
department and Fine Arts building

NT

are located.
So the next time if your ever in
need of help the emergency
phone are not too far.
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Outrages promises fill the air ways and missiles fall on Iraq so the President can
appear strong. Everyone must be careful this election year.
This election will lead America into the next century, and we must listen carefully to what we are being told.
We must also watch and learn.
For instance, during the Republican National Convention, the NAACP was told
they could not speak. The reasons for this are unclear, however, there are many
black republicans within this SP,ecial interest group that could bring many votes.
But, Colin Powell spoke. The reason for this was to insure the black vote. Sounds
a little hypocritical to us and that they are trying to buy as many votes as they can
without fully acknowledging the minority.
They, not only the Republicans but Democrats, too, will do just about anything
to get the right amount of votes to win. Republicans are not taking the Black or
Mexican-American vote seriously. They alienate minorities by specifically picking speakers, Colin Powell, that appeal more to the majority, and introducing
English only legislation and so called welfare reform.
Democrats are guilty also. How often will Clinton or Gore come to the Rio
Grande Valley? Maybe once, but they frequent the heart of America in the north
with trains and buses.
We suggest careful decisions this election year. Look at the actions of the candidates. Decide on your vote not by a display of circus acts and fast talking used
car salesmen, but on pure logical thinking. Hmm, maybe logic should be kept out
it, since one would most likely not vote at all.

Editor
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All aboard the NCAA exploita tion train
The NCAA is leaning in the wrong direction
so often flare when money and competition are mixed.
when it comes to the proposal to pay college athYou tart by letting the players, the athletes of all
letes. The idea·swirling around disc.ussjon tables,
collegiate sports, hold jobs and earn money during
and at the center of heated debates, is that athletes - the chool year. While it might only be a part-time
should be receiving fair wages for their playing ser- job that pays minimum wage, the value anct experivices. Supporters of this radical concept argue that
ence of working can not be taught in the classroom
not only will this curb the illicit payments and coror bought in a store. It is a practical life inve tment
rupt affairs, but will also enhance the social and
that will continue to pay dividends long past your
academic pursuits of student athletes. Since it is the trek through college. These athletes learn the merit
athletes that support the various programs, and gen- of work, money, and about the reality of a life without a college degree. Teach these people not only to
erate tremendous revenue, it is time for appropriate
compensation.
how to shoot the hoop, write an essay, but also how
As the situation exist now college athletes are
severely restricted in the way in which they can
earn money. For most athletes the problem is not
having any money, or very little, but the same is
true for most students in school. According to the
guidelines established by the NCAA, the student
athletes are unable to hold employment during the
school year, permitted only to work in the summer
- a relatively short span of time. It is a struggle for
to get a job and keep it!
all students to balance the demands of school and
opportunitheir
athlete
Another way to improve the condition of the stuthe
for
but
life,
day to day
dent athlete, and the integrity of athletic programs,
ties at this level are even less, and that is wrong.
is to permit these individuals to market themselves.
Yet definitely not an excuse for a system of playing
The universities have cashed in a thousand times
for pay.
To concede that the only solution to this dilemma over on the images and products of these athletes,
and their sport achievements. Take a glance at the
is to allow the athletes to cash in on the riches of
reckless
sidelines during the big football games this year
but
sports revenue is not only impractical,
you will you see my point. Logos and brand
and
our
of
leadership
the
within
weakness
of
sign
a
and
names are streaked from end to end, across clothing
universities and the NCAA. It is time to implement
and gear, and that spon&orship not only includes the
some simple solutions, and erase the conflicts that

PoinHng Jbingers

Mark Milam

freermchaooirelu:U5Uallyhugecashµiyrmits as well.
If it is legitimate for the athletic program to venture into merchandising agreements, then it should
also be fair for the talented star to pursue his own
arrangement. Wha! har!ll could it do? The exploitation train has already left the station and those who-- are riding are going in grand style ... and the rest are
scratching their hands wondering if they were wise
or downright foolish .
Now i the time for the voice of reason and practical thought to ring in the ears of the NCAA. A
decision must be made in order to preserve what is
left of the pride and integrity of college athletics
and student athletes. As the guardian of all that is
noble in athletics the NCAA must prove its leadership and responsibility in the choice it makes.
Either concede the battle and flee in the face of
greed and corruption. Or make a forceful charge in
the pursuit of not only sports glory, but academic
success, all the while making college and its atmosphere even more enriching for the select few who
participate in college athletics.
Those individuals, like myself, who hold college
athletics in high esteem but who have had enough
of the manipulation and greed that ruins the entire
experience for both the fans and the athletes. For
without the fans, and certainly without the athletes,
there would be no athletics, no revenue, and if
nothing else gets the attention of the NCAA perhaps the threat of extinction will!

JOB OPENING: STUDENT MANAGER FOR THE UNIVERSITY CENTER
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
JOB DESCRIPTION:
Paid internship working with Office of Dean of Students and Student Development. Responsible for:
reconciliation of fiscal statements; assisting with internal control of department; supervising work
study departmental employees; maintaining recreation room inventory; overseeing reservation
requests for recreation room; assisting with special events and other duties as assigned by the
Dean of Students.

QUALIFICATIONS:
• Currently enrolled. Must be able to work fifteen (15) hours per week.
• Go9d communication skills (orql & written)
• Minimum 2.8 GPA required .
.. "
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t

•

•

•
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S~~~RY:·....
$6 per hour
Application forms now available in UC 205. Deadline for applying: Friday, September 20, 1996.
No late applications will be accepted. Call 381-2260 for more information.
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.• Computers & Accessories
•Software
• School Supplies
• Printers, Fax Machines, Calculators ,
·
and Other Business Machines
• Furniture
Plus, check out the in-store
Business Center for all your
printing and copying needs
-

............. ........._ ...... ..,. ..,:..,.

Call 1-800-557- 3376
, cc•,_ ,:~
.·. "-j.~ ~==y:

£or the store nearest you
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• Crossword Madness
ACROSS
1 Dollars and
cents
5 Extra
1O Forbidden
14 Succulent plant
15 Ordeal
16 Heron's relative
17 - of Gilead
18 Narrow chain of
hills
19 Carry
20 Infrequently
22 Used an

2

1

13

12

11

14

atomizer
24
26
27
30
35
36
37
38
39
42
43
45

46
48
SO

51
52
54

58
61
62
64

66
67
68
69
70

71

Annoyed
Attila the Nasty one
Conjectured
"Tempest" role
The Bard 's river
Insensible state
Not talking
Lynn or Sw1t
Hr. part
Zoo denizens
Concerning
Far from original
Tower tops
Ghosts
Resinous
substance
Lab compound
Mundane
Squandered
Nautical woro
External
Energy type:
abbr.
Raise
Commerce
Farm structure
Swabs
Put on the
payroll
Follow

DOWN
1 Mr. Calloway
2 Woeful cry
3 Only
4 Fashion
"barometer"
5 Golf movement

6-mm1ster
7 Help
8 Tattered logs
9 Pachyderm

Leold ,._..._,.,
i.r,aesw aNSa1•S.IIMa ci1,..
When I would go to a party
I'd gt( Vt,Y llflYOUS that no OM

would wont to talk to mt......
which would makt mt n-tn mort
lltl'VOUS,

So I would sir by mystlf
tmlfitd thor I loo/i:td font/y and
umnr11,11srrng.

66

69
~

.2~~ .L
~_l !_~

10 Colossal
1 "It's-'"
12 Something to
eat
13 Secondhand
21 Bore
23 Floor covering
25 Differing one
from another
27 Some parents
28 Burst
29 -Semple
Mac Pherson
31 Speck
32 Wanderer
33 Zola
34 Some
Europeans
36 British composer
40 Shelf cover
material
41 Powdery residue
44 Actor Peter
1

But o(rt.r a t11hl/t a frltnd
comt ovtrand .sat with mt.
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DAD , YOU DON'T HAVE TO TfLL ME
ABOUT THE BIRDS AND THE BEES .
1 DOWNLOADED THOSE F1LES FROM
THE 11\TT'ERNET. . . LIKE LAST YEAR
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tight now.
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57 Soviet cosmonaut, Gagarin
59 Mr. Kazan
60 Food store, for
short
63 Sailor
65 M,I. rank

47 Most sour
49 Mat
50 Gazed
53 Man from
Stockholm
54 Affectionate
55 Buttenne
56 Harvest

is is e ime o soc -up on amous am
rand lingerie at Low, Low Factory Prices!
Come See Us Before You Buy!
FAMOUS BRAND
NYLON & COTTON

COTTON

AVAILABLE IN ASST.

2 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
WHITE, BEIG~. SIZES 3?-38

PANTIES
STYLES & COLORS

BRAS

FIRST QUALITY! NICE & COOL
FABRIC COTTON BLEND IN
BEAUTIFUL PRINTS

GOWNS

s1~9~1.. s2s~I~ s3o~'l·1:
FIRST QUALITY

80% NYLON • 20'/o SPANDEX

BRAS
3 STYLES TO. CHOOSE FROM

FIIIST QUAUl'I

FIRST QUALITY
FAMOUS BRAND COTTON

FAIIOUI IJIAND COTTON

PANTIES TO MAT
BRA
SPORTS
SPORTS BR
WHITE, BEIGE, GREY

AVAIL. tN 3 ASST. COLORS

SIZES SM., MED., LG.

$2oqETA~L s2·'sqETAll

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK
up to $7.50 PT/FT poss.
Flex., eves/wknd/day around
classes. Scholarships cond.
exist Internships available.
Interview now 10-4
McAllen 618-2684 ·

A

D

WORK• Make up to
$25/45/hr teachlng basic
conversational English in

Japan, Taiwan, or
S. Korea No leaching back·
ground or Asian languages

NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION

(206) 971-3570 ext. J58633

(800) 862-1982 Ext. 33

WHITE, BEIGE, GRE
SIZ

'

Sharp electic typewriter

~·--------1E MANUFACTURER OU

for sale.

$35.
618·2348

OUTH BROADWAY, McALLEN,

for messages.

(DIVISION OF VANITY FAIR)

.

FAST FUNDAAISER
RAISE S500 IN 5 DAYS
GREEKS, GROUPS,
CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS.
FAST, EASY

requited. For lnfonnatlon call:

$12.00

$9.9!1

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING·
Positions are now avallable
at National Parks, Forests &
Wildlife Preserves.
Excellent benefits + bonuses!
Call: 1206 •971-3620
ext N58633

-

Open-minded roommate
to share expenses
2-bedroorn, 2•bath ,, *
duplex near campus.
$125 month+ utflltles.
Call 917-0186
after 8 p,m.
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Weekly Horosc ope
Linda C. Black
The Sun's in Vrrgo all week, good for
memorization. Use it to remember where
you saw the best deals. The moon's in
Taurus, excellent for shopping. Gather
facts and write papers from Tuesday
through Thursday, while the moon is in
Gemini. From Friday through the weekend, the party flag is flying. With the
moon in Cancer, the sign of the chef,
that's a good time to try out a new recipe.
Aries (March 21-April 19). Make a
practical decision on Monday; it'llco t
you more if you wait longer. By Tuesday
afternoon your brain should be just about
up to speed. You'll breeze through your
assignments until Thursday. On Friday,
you'd rather stay home in bed. Don't do
that if you've got classes. You have permission to resume that position Friday
night and hold it clear through Sunday.
Call it preventive medicine.
Taurus (April 20-May 20). You're
harp on Monday. Take a trip back to a
favorite spot with the one you love and
make big plans. Study finances from
Tuesday through Thursday. Something
you read couldmake you wealthy. A
neighborhood get-together Friday night
could last all weekend. Your friends may
be more like family by the time Sunday
comes around. Hold off on cleaning house
until then. Also, make ome private time
with your sweetie.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Family
obligations fill up your Monday. You'll
get to do more of what you want from
Tuesday through Thursday, when the

CAR

moon 's in your sign. But don't start new
projects on Thur day; they won't tum out
well. Take care of busine on Friday so
you can spend more of the weekend on
romance. Money will be tight, o entertain
at home.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Friends
help you achieve your goal on Monday.
Your best chance to settle a difference of
opinion with the admini tration is on
Tuesday. Complications arise on
Wednesday and Thursday, concerning
written material. It ha errors - hopefully
not one you've put in there. Don't
believe everything you read, either. Your
luck improve on Friday and hold
through the weekend.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). You may have
to make concessions on Monday, if you're
trying to get money out of an older person. Your team's hot on Tue day - go for
the gold. The same people will be tripping
over their own feet on Wednesday and
Thur day. Allow extra time to correct mistakes. Discuss a private matter with a
clo e friend on Friday. Take action to
resolve a delicate issue on Saturday and
relax Sunday afternoon with your true
love.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Monday'
your be t for travel. Luckily, it's also a
holiday. Your professors will be very talkative from Tuesday through Thursday.
They'll want reports on every little thing,
too. Attend a party Friday - you could
find Mr. or Ms. Perfect. Continuethe di cu sion in private on Saturday. Follow

AUDIO

through on a promi e this Sunday.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Send in your
tuition fees on Monday or Tuesday morning. By Tue day afternoon, a hou ing
problem will start to clear up. Study foreign languages or an attractive foreigner
Wedne day and Thur day. Do what an
older woman, possibly your mother, want
over the weekend. Play with friends and
your sweetheart on Sunday night.
Scorpio (Oct. 24- ov. 21). Heed a
friend's unwelcome advice on Monday.
Sell something for needed cash on
Tuesday. Call in money you've loaned to
others on Wednesday and Thursday. Al o,
take careful note in cla ; it'll be easy to
make a mistake. Get away as early as possible on Friday, and travel most of this
weekend. Obey your sweetheart's orders
Sunday night and get what you want, too.
Sagittariu ( ov. 22-Dec. 21). You'll
be working Monday, even though it's a
holiday. Find enough money Tuesday to
give your friend a pecial treat. Get a
mart friend to help you with your homework Wednesday and Thur day. Pay
scholastic fees on Friday. You can buy
groceries on Saturday, if there's any
money left. Get out for a long bike ride
with your favorite peddling companion
Sunday afternoon.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Do
something fun Monday; you've earned it.
You get even luckier Tuesday, a condition
that holds for months. There could be a
mistake in paperwork you're given on
Wednesday or Thursday. Oppo ite attract

Cl

SYSTEM S • ALARM

&

on Friday. A date over the weekend is
more expen ive than you'd planned.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Stay
home on Monday. Cuddle and do thechores your weetheart wants done. Your
brain will be back in gear by Tuesday
afternoon, and you'll cruise at high speed
through Thursday. A more difficult assignment has you temporarily tymied on
Friday. Study it over the weekend and get
it done by Sunday.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). It's easy to
study on Monday, even though you may
not have to. Read ahead o you'll be even
better prepared. All orts of change disrupt your home life from Tue day afternoon through Thursday. Friday's your
be t day this week for romance. Saturday
and Sunday are OK too.
H you're having a birthday next
week ... Born Sept. 16: You're lucky
traveling with an old friend this year. Take
that cruise you've been dreaming about.
ept. 17-18: Manage the changes going
on in your life so that you wind up on top.
Home and career are most noticeably
affected. Sept. 19: A friendship develop
into love, as you work together on an
important project. Sept. 20: Startling
development help you choose the best
way to erve other . Born Sept. 21: Love
pur you to finally accompli h a big
a ignment. Your friends are a big help,
too.

(c) 1996 Tnbune Media Services. All ngh reserved.
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An insight to the methods of an artist
Holly Meisel
11
"

Pan American

Imagine being asked to get the biggest piece
of paper you can find, the finest point pen you
can find and draw a picture of a tree. With
such a subtle instrument, most people would
likely draw a small tree, using only a fraction
of the available surface.
Wil Martin, associate professor of art, sees
this scene another way.
By using a system of parallel lines, Martin
will repetitiously create a large drawing by
using only a fine point pen.
"Close together, the lines look very dark,"
he said. "It's all the same ink with the white
surface behind it."
When standing across the Clark gallery at
the Fine Arts Complex, Martin's drawings
look more like a photograph or a computergraphic representation. As you walk closer,
the fine patterned lines begin to appear.
''The marks aren't exactly cross-hatching,"
Martin said. "They don' t overlap. They are
more like a parquet floor."
Martin's style begins with a photograph that
he shoots, develops and processes himself. He
then spends countless hours translating each
shade from the photograph onto paper with a
fine point pen. Most people would find this
process tedious and very tiring--especially to
the artist's hand.
"It does take many hours," Martin said.

REVIEWS
Ferron

'Still Riot'

Female artists are very much
the rage in the music industry.
The success of notable acts have
opened the gates to women who
until this time labored in obscurity. Creating albums and artistic
' vision that speak to a buried
passion and intensity within our
souls. This is the path and creative direction that Ferron has
followed in her impressive, yet
unheralded career.
Ferron is a singer-songwriter
with six albums to her credit.
An artist of raw emotions and
beautiful harmonies. Whose
songs are rich with life and
pain. 'Still Riot' is her major
label debut on Warner Brothers.
and stands poisedio be the surprise release of the year.
This is not a billboard topper,
nor the trendy album of the
week. Instead it is a deep, introspective body of work by a
musician who creates songs
and visions.
With unique sensuality, and

"The drawings-with all
the detailrequire a great
deal of focusing and concentration."
"I feel appreciation when I
look at his
work," Dr.
Nancy Moyer,
art chair, said.
"He delicately
draws many
fine, patterned
lines that gradually become Wil Martin stands in front of his current art exhibit.
tones that ereMartin revived his talent for art when he
ate images."
Martin said his drawings are autobiographimoved to the Valley and began looking for a
cal and represent "the life that's around us."
job. He said he needed to have a piece of
The subjects of his figuratives works
work-something tangible to show his artistic
include friends and family as well as reflecexperience.
tions of the Hispanic Culture.
He began his return to art by finding the
Martin's history as an artist went down a
biggest piece of paper and the smallest pen
different path soon after he received his masand drew a date palm. The enthusiasm he had
ter's degree in printmaking from Ohio State
once known returned quickly.
University.
"It was about making the art ... the excite"I quit making art and quit making academent," he said. " It is interesting because I
mia for 15 years," he said. "It bad stopped
hadn' t made any art for all of those years."
being fun ."
The Clark Gallery is running the faculty art
After living the blue-collar life for 15 years, exhibit until September 27.

Notable Hispanics recognized

Mark M. Milam
Lifestyle Editor

Warner Bros.
allure, Ferron crafts sounds that
reveal the roots of the emotions
and passions that we all appreciate. This is a woman who
knows about love, anger, and
;
the rejections of life. A style
1
which is refreshing in today's
modem music ... This is an era
in which many acts are stale
1
and uninspiring. Hardly a claim
that could be made against
:
Ferron or her music.
I
This twelve-song set might
I
I
not be your favorite dose of
:
music, but it will increase your
understanding of the richness
that art and music, when combined, bring to your w9!ld.
This is not a party CD or driving home on the freeway jams.
Rather it is quiet and soft,
reaching into your ears and soul.
A taste of musical refreshment
and satisfaction that most have
forgotten ... but will quickly
remember after a few spins of
'Still Riot. '

Holly Meisel
11
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In conjunction with National Hispanic Heritage Month, the University Library will
sponsor it's second annual Notable Valley Hispanics exhibit in the lobby of the library
from Sept. 15 - Oct. 15.
George Gause, special collections librarian and co-chair of the University Library's Art,
Displays and Exhibits Committee, said there are many people in this area who silently,
behind the scenes, work toward improving the area.
"When you pick up the newspaper, it's the same people all the time getting recognition," he said. "We'll be giving recognition to people who perhaps have never been heard
of or thought of before."
Gause said the nominations selected had to be living and of Hispanic origin. He or she
must have been born in the Rio Grande Valley (Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr or Willacy counties) or now live in the Valley, or both. They also should be involved in civic or humanitarian activities and be considered a community leader.
Nominations forms were available at the library and those made in the form of a letter
were also accepted. The nomination must have included the person's name, address, telephone number, and a short biography and description of why the individual is notable.
"Someone who is not well-known, perhaps your next-door neighbor," he said. "People
who help out with various projects through their immediate, local communities, chur::hes,
education, etc.- someone who is inspiring to others."
Last year, the selected individuals ranged from around the Valley as well as outside the
Valley.
"We (the committee) realized after last year how many people we don' t know personally," he said. "It was touching to see how many individuals took their recognition so seriously. It was a very important something to them.
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SATURDAY- Open Till 4 am
NO

COVER

TILL 9:45

Phi-Kappa-Theta
Invites All Fraternities, Sororities, And College Organizations
To Promote Your Group During the Biggest Rush Party

Include$ French Nanicure ane1 Amen<an 11an.cur
;l' i· 1 • ti SeD bfr gt,J r Pre

75¢ Drink Specials All Night
_.,EMALE

OPEN: Tues-Fri 9-5 • Sat 9-3
By appointment only

~---E
CONTEST~¼:?~

10% discount on Fills only w/UTPA LD.
Suite C • 2028 W. University Dr. • Edinburg

380-6588

Grand Prize $1000 Cash

-Alwa s 4 Great PartiesWDRLD TECHNO ff®S~IAff WORLD
PAFITY PARTY ~•-u.-~ KARAOKE
American & TRANCE - RA._.E
International Music TECHNO MUSIC
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Reproductive Services
613 SESAME DRIVE WEST

•

HARLINGEN

In association with AdopUon Alflllates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st t 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treabnent

MONDAY• Sep. 16th

.......... Ricky Martin
..The Official Post Concert Party ..

family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-128 7
Licensed by the Texas Department al Health
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Big Shoes need filling
Cross country teams face new changes and challenges with new coach and recruits
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

This season UTPA cross country will have some big shoes
to fill with the loss of their 11-year coach, Reid Harter, and
the deterioration of their 1995 Sun Belt Conference
Championship team as some of the members redshirt this
year.
"It should be a good year of course because the
women won the conference last year and the majority
of them are back, however there are some that will
be redshirting ," Richardson said. "They are sitting this year out to compete for next year, so it
is going to be difficult to repeat on the women's
side, but the men are looking really good."
This 1996-97 year will bring many new challenges and adjustments for the men and women
cross country teams as well as pressure to defend the
title for the women.
Not only will the pressure be heaped on the squads,
but also their new coach, Scott Richardson, who was
hired last month to replace
Harter, who resigned suddenly.
Richardson, however, does
not feel any pressure corning
into the year, but he does
believe it will be a tough season
with several of the women veteran runners redshirting.
Redshirting this year are
seniors Jessica Garcia, Martha
Gonzales, Linda Moncivais,
Graciela Salinas, Amy Sanchez.
"I don't feel a lot of pressure
regarding that because we are
two different people and our
coaching philosophies are
somewhat similar and I don't feel the pressure. I think they should be
proud of what his team has accomplished as well as I will be of what
my team will accomplish this
year," he said.
"Right now winning the
conference is what I am
going for and it is what I
would like to happen, but if it
doesn't happen we will get
Top picture:
along."
Bronc cross counHe said that he will be
try runner, junior
Armando Flores, looking to the underclassmen
practices his tech- to fill in the positions for the
nique on the track. absentee Lady Broncs, who
made their decisions to redshirt when Harter was still
Bottom picture:
coach. With that in mind
Lad y Bronc r unRichardson honored their
ners Amy Sanchez
decisions.
(left), Martha
"A lot of the upperclassmen
Gonzales (midare
redshirting this year and
dle), and Linda
Moncivais (right) it was a condition they
run on the parkworked out with Coach
ing lot during
Harter and I am going to
afternoon prachonor that," he said. "We are
tices. These
going
to have to call on our freshmen and sophomores to step up and
women will be
classmen to fill those spots."
also
upper
redshirting this
season.

New additions to the squad include freshmen Britni Bluntzer from
Sandia, Sandra Guerrero; McAllen, Lindsey Krouse; Corpus Christi
and Kacey Warrick from Cameron.
Returning for the Lady Broncs this season will be senior Marina
Flores; juniors Melissa Dearth, Shelly Castillo, Angie Jaramillo,
Karen Myers, April Orie and Lydia Reyes.
As for the men, Richardson is expecting them to excel in their area
because of their performances during early morning and afternoon
practices on campus.
He said that he sees strong runners in them and believes they will
have an exceptional year ahead of them.
"Both teams look strong and I am very impressed with both of
them because the men are running exceptionally well for this
early in the year," he said.
In 1995 the men placed second in the Sun Belt Conference
Championship, so this year they are looking to win the title.
Returning for the men will be seniors Michael Hernandez, Pedro
Trevino, Willie Carriaga and Jose Vasquez; juniors Peter Carreon,
Miguel Chuca, Armando Flores, Camilo Garcia, Rodolfo Pichardo
and Rolando Salinas.
Also returning will be sophomore Joe Medina. New prospects for
the men this year will be freshmen Angel Garza of Edinburg; Luis
Medina; Edinburg and Eddie Navarette from Fabens.
This season the team will be looking at
different workouts with
Richardson adding variety to
their program by including
aquatic workouts with their
daily running and weight lifting
routines.
He said that he will be working
them out intensely, but he
knows they will be able to handle it.
"I think a lot of things will stay
the same, but the swimming will
be new because it is a nice way
to get off their feet for a day and alleviate some of the pounding that
they go through everyday as well as the joints," he said. "We will do
a lot more intense work this
year and that is going to be
bard for everybody, but it is
nothing that the kids are not
able to handle."
On Saturday the team will be
hosting their second annual
Adrian Martinez Invitational at
Monte Cristo Golf Course.
UTPA will host Lamar
University and Texas A&MKingsville in a triple dual run
as all three teams will be facing off against each other.
The men will be running at
7:20 a.m while the women will
start at 7:30.
"Last year 's team was great
and there is no denying that
and they are accomplished
champions and it is something
to be proud of and I don 't
know if it is going to happen,
but it is not out of the realm of the possibilities," Richardson said. "I
won 't guarantee any wins, but the talent is there."

------..:.....--------.:1
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Golf is Grrrrreat again
Let u hope that Tiger Wood is prepared and able to handle the responsib.iliWithout a doubt Tiger Woods is an amazing golfer. This fre h, twenty yearties of being a profe ional athlete in the spotlight. For we see too often the
old player has electrified the golf community with his talent. grace, and unitragedy and hortcoming of tho e individuals who are not ready for the chalversally appealing charm. This young man has tarted, in hi own terms, a
lenge and reward of such a life and career. I have little doubt about Wood's
revitalizing revolution within the port of golf. Tiger Wood is about to
character, he ha proven his dedication and determination in both hi talent
become, if he is not already. golf' greate t ambassador. A man who could
and with hi attitude. Thi might be a superstar who has his
popularize the wares of golf and bring the mas e to a port that
+/,UUn llttl 7!,~a1'Js head on tight. and hi heart in the right place. I have always
the public ha largely ignored.
believed that if you are the best at what you do, and are the
7"' 1 (I . ---:
For mo t sports fans, my elf included, golf wa the forgotten
one who i de. erving, that the riche of thi life will be yours in due
_,------.,_.:r.,...._
game. Some even question the notion that golf i a port, at lea t
time ... It i now time for Tiger Wood to be a shining example of
when compared to the powerhou es of football, basketball, and
my belief!
baseball. It has been easy for diehard sport fanatics or commenta, The weekend before Labor Day Tiger Woods made his protors to deride golf, and it is not so much about being anti-golf a it
I
fe ional debut at the Greater Milwaukee Open, no longer was
is a ca e of being very passionate about our collective American
amateur wonder, now he wa ju t another swinger on the
the
he
,,...,.,,1\1·,11
past times.
circuit trying to make ome bank.
These people have stated that golf i a reclu ive game that has
•~ l It wa not a spectacular bowing for the future king of golf, Woods strug~
neither the action or intensity of drama of our major sports. Also, golf is
gled through the opening rounds and fini bed tied for 60th with a
HJl~n
slarnmed because it is not a team port. Instead it relie on the merit and
focus of the individual golfer. A port, in these people' opinion, is not /11,al'k /11,ilaJH core of even-under-par 277, an effort that earned him a check
of $2,544. ot bad for a day in the sun, surrounded by tons of new
an activity that everyone can accompli hand enjoy, and that is exactfans and friends, beside hi hole in one made great television clip throughout
ly how their narrow focus views golf... but wait until they ee Tiger Woods
the night and next day... Gue what ? The Tiger is out of the cage, on the
play the greens, then we can talk some golf!
In a sport that has few superstars Tiger Woods is looking like the newly born loose, off and running ... Run, Tiger, Run!
Much can be aid about the statu of profe sional ports and the athletes, and
prince on hi way to the kingdom. At lea t he now ha the money in which he
role in ociety and the threads of humanity. As we have seen in this
their
was
Woods
can purchase a castle. In the first days of turning professional
decade much of the glory and whole ome aspect of port have been tainted,
already standing on the top ledge of the endorsement mountain. A reportedly
and ometimes torn. by the modern profes ional climate. This i an era in
$60 million dollar hunk, most of which came from Nike, ha ensured that
ports where being a celebrity and extremely wealthy is a priority for many of
Tiger Woods will not be scrambling like an ant just to pay his expen e on the
the elite indjviduals. A time where your fla h is more important than your
tour. A terrible fact of life that has sent many aspiring golfers to ell their
da h, where fame ranks higher than honor, and dignity has been replaced with
equipment in the wife's garage ale and eek new, more lucrative career .
ego.
Nike, without missing a beat, is running double time to display the newe t
Tiger Woods is a stark contra t to the athletic image that modern professionacquisition to their overflowing collection of product pitch men. Already I am
alism ha molded. His genuine talent as both a human being and athlete should
sick of the Tiger Woods series of television commercial and print adverti ehelp rever e the tide which have submerged the fundamentals of sport and
ment. It has bothered me so much that I am almost ready for the deluge of
competition into a murky bottom.
Michael Jordan spots that will soon hit our creens in five second delays
It i a great burden to place upon this young man, but it is a condition that
throughout the NBA season.
along with the acclaim and recognition of his remarkable talent. Years
comes
let
Here is some good advice for Nike and other sports related companies,
from now, I believe many will point back to thi moment in the evolution of
these kids prove themselves within the port by excelling their talent and
golf as a turning point, the apex from which golf emerged as a first class
thereby earning our respect. For then we might listen when a kid, who i
American port. A game with dignity, tradition, and fine individuals who repproven in the pro ranks, pitches some new sneakers, fruit drink, or whatever
re ent the value and ideals that ociety has placed into the care of our games
product of the month ... that is after all, the bottom line, the corporations need
all of our free cash o that they can afford to sign up the next Koebe Bryant or and ports.
Tiger Woods.

A~ijl

Drone Notes
Volleyball squad face hectic schedule
The Lady Broncs face a tough schedule thi weekend a they travel to Chicago
State today for a 7 p.m. tip off, then head to the ortheastern Illinois
Tournament tomorrow where they will compete against Wisconsin-Green Bay
at 4 p.m. and Northeastern Illinois later in the evening.
The women' volleyball team played Louisiana last weekend in the
orthwestern State Tournament where UTPA won two out of three games on
the fust day of the tournament. The Lady Broncs beat Centenary in three
straight sets, and swept Prairie View A&M. The Lady Bronc's were defeated
by Lamar in five sets.
The Lady Broncs beat out the host team 3-1 on the second day of action and in
the finals the Lady Broncs were defeated by Lamar again.
Junior Christie Phillips was selected to the All-Tournament team.

Broncs play Horned Frogs on Saturday
The men's soccer team heads to Fort Worth to compete against Texas
Christian University at 1 p.m. in their third away game of the season.
The Broncs currently have a collegiate record of 0-2 as they suffered losses
against the University of Kentucky and the University of Missouri-Kansas City,
where in both games the Broncs lo t 4-1.

Lady Bronc golfers compete in Nebraska
The Lady Bronc golf team competes in their fir t tournament of the season on
Monday where they will head to the University of ebraska to play in the
Power Bar Chip 'N Club Invitational Tournament.
The women' team comes off a ea on where they finished dead-center in the
Sun Belt Conference tournament. Thi year the Lady Broncs have an experienced and strong leader to help them break through the pack.
Senior Nancy Verastegui heads the Lady Bronc golf club into another year of
excitement. She was ranked 74th in NCAA Division 1 final standings.
Verastegui finished last season with a record of 688-53-6(.925). Verastegui also
won the Lady Bronc Classic, beating 85 other golfers in the outing.
Verastegui is sure to be a bright spot in a golf club that finished fourth in the
Sun Belt Conference tournament. She was selected as All-Sun Belt
Conference. Her average finish was 5.8 out of 68.9 players. Verastegui also
came in second at the Sun Belt Conference championship.
The 1996-97 Lady Bronc golf team return eight from last year's squad.
Along with Verastegui, Brittany Wills is on hand for her senior year. Juniors
Jennifer Merino, Libby Garza, Angela Cabrera and Whitney Morgan come in
with two years of experience. Sophomores Angie Arismendi and Tracy
Dominguez have lettered one year. Newcomers Alejandra Gutierrez and
Melissa Mendoza each have high school experience.
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TID; LATEST IN MENS & WOMENS

Y.AScl-i.ONS
500 N. Jackaon
El Centro Mall
Pharr,Tx. 78577

ORTHOPAEDIC
INSTITUTE
Specializing in Sports Medicine

Phone Number

(210) 782-1733

Arthroscopic Outpatient Surgery of the shoulder and knee.

A-1 Check Cashers
4123 N. 10th Street
McAllen, Texas 78504

Open
7 Days

210-682-CASH (2274)
111 E. Expressway 83
Mission, Texas 78572

(210) 585-2435
FREE MONEY ORDERS• COMCHECK • WESTERN
UNION • VISA-MASTERCARD ADVANCE •
ELECTONIC TAX FILING

kinko•s

Bill Snyder, M.D.
Mike Sweeney, M.D.

WE CASH

•Payroll
• Personal
•M oney Orders
• Travelers Checks
•Out -Of-Stale
•Two Pany
• Government
•Welfare
•Municipal
• Unemployment
• Insurance Drafts
• Cashiers Checks
•Tax Refunds

Orthopaedic Surgeons

Outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic injury Fracture Care
Joint Replacement On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen

OPPORTUNITIES

the copy center

High School Juniors, Seniors and Graduates
you can fill vacant positions in the Texas Anny
National Guard. If you qualify, $20,000 in salary
and education assistance ai e available.
Benefits include:

LATE NIGHT COPIES

8:00PM till Mid11ight
Just Bring in this Coupon for

s1~! 3 1/ 2¢ fJ

Copies c~~~~~ ~~i,~te~h~j3~i;7

Color Copies • Binding
IBM & • Desktop Publishing
Open 24 HOURS • 7 Days a Week
1001 S. !Och Sr.• ~lcAlkn , TX
(2 I 0) 682-4040 • fax(2 IO) 682-4013

•The Montgomery Gl. Bill
• Paid Job Skill Training
• Hands-On Experience
With the Montgomery GJ. Bill, you can earn up
to $190 a month for 36 months provided you are
a full-time student. For more information about
the Texas Anny National Guard and additional
benefits, call today!

Tel. 210.686.2669

CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING. DAY AND EVENING HOURS.

ATTENTION HEALTH CAREER STUDENTS
The largest inventory of Uniforms & Accessories in South Texas.
STUDENTS Receive 10% Discount with this Ad or Valid Student I.D.
•LAB WEAR
•STETHOSCOPES
•NURSE'S WATCHES
•NURSE SHOES
•MEDICAL ACCESSORIES

l'rORM
ri

NTiER

Septe~ber special
Littman
lightweight
Stethoscope
$38

515 S. Main • Downtown McAllen

~~~:!~~~ Em ~~!!:~
TEXAS

in the yellow pages

~~!:~
r--------------------,
686-0091

in the yellow pages.

Would You Like To Be Paid to Study?

Check out a new course offered by Alpha Plasma!

SUBWAY

DO YOU NEED
VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE?

The Place Where Fresh is the Taste.
618 N. 10th

102 S. 2nd Ave .
Edinburg, Texas
380-2625

McAllen, Texas

HERE IS YOUR

630-4376
FAX: 618-0356

EXTRA SAVINGS WITH SUB CLUB CARDS
DOUBLE ST AMP DA VS SUNDA VS & TUES DAV
COME IN FOR YOUR 10%
STUDENT OR FACULTY
CARD (oot wilh discounled offer,;)

I

SENIOR CITIZEN
DISCOUNT 10% OFF

Having a Party? Call for your Party
Subs or Party Platters.
Please Give 24 Hrs. Notice

New Lower Menu Prices!
I

EDINBURG: 10 a.m. - 11 p.m. M - F
11 a.m. - 11 p.m. Sat & Sun
McALLEN: Fri.- Sat. 10 a.m. - Midnight
Sun.- Thurs. 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

OPPORTUNITY!
THE HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY
GED PROGRAM AT UTPA
NEEDS YOUR
MENTORING AND TUTORING
SKILLS.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CONTACT:
Mary Ann Escamilla
UTPA-Emilia Hall Building
Room 205/207

r----------------,
r----------------,
:
COUPON
II
COUPON

381-2521

I

Mon.- Fri. 8:00am - 5:00pm

I

I Free Bag of Chips with Purchase t I $1 off Any Reg. footlong. soe Off I
Any Reg. 6". Limit one per person. :
:
of Med. Drink and 6" Sub
:
1 Not valid wrth any other coupon. t I Not valid with any other coupon. I

L----------------~

L----------------~

Course Description

Hours

Provide Plasma to earn extra
cash and save lives .

7 days a week
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Requirements

Prerequsite

Age : 18 to 69
Weight: 110 lbs. min
Good Health
Student 1.0.
No history of Hepatitus

1 )Need extra
income.
2)Willingness to
provide a product
that others need
3)Knowledge that
you can not get
AIDS from giving
plasma.

Expected Result
Extra money(up to $100 in 2
wks) Good grades & the
satisfaction of knowing you
have provided a product that
might help save a life.

Time
Approximately
2 hours a week

FIRST DONATION - $20 With student
I.D. Up to $100 in just two weeks!
Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and ·study while donating. It's like
being paid to study!

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER
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BRUCE GRAY . DVM

Taqueria

El

Zarape

Orders to Go!!!

JI6-4949
1207 E. Univn sit)' Drht • Edinburg. Tuas 78539

JERRY C HAUGHN . DVM

~

~
'r

NORTH 23rd STREET VETERINARY CLINIC
1711 North 23rd Street
McAllen . Texas 78501
(512) 686-5871

BETH HOLM . DVM

JACK GRAY. DVM

■

L

L

1NO >-PEK
RE~TAURANT '!flunch Buffet $4. 75
Lunch Special $J.7S

Mein . . Fri. 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Sat. • Noon to 2:30 p.m.

Dinner

Mon. • Fri. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

&dtH -dee ~9 '4- '?$e4-e 'iii:e1eea-t

·
·
...
•

.;.... .

1900 W. University Dr
Edinburg

West of Whataburgcr

381

_1

331

Y&S Med ical
Unif orm Cent er
I Attentio n Heafih career Student s]
Littman Lightwe ight Stethos cope.$3 9.95
Lab Coats starting at ............ ........ $25.95
Name tags ............ ............ ............ .... $ 7.95

Servj!_!._g you with qualil)I at super discount prices.
We honor Visa • Masterc ard • Discover
Layaways Welcome • Larger Showroom
210 E. Cano
Edinburg

~11~ 1111~-0

lDtM li ~
GO
•••• •••• •••• •••

NOWOPfN

Hours open Monday thru Saturday:
10 am to 7 pm
or by appointment if needed

@[P[3~u~@ 0[P[3(£[l&~o
10 SESSIONS FOR $10.00
OR
I SESSION FOR $ 5.00
dfext to '8h.o ~e o/ideo
2028 CW. CVni.ve~ltj, 8uite J
ctdinl,« V,, d'K..

~~®~~®®~

'tia-teee • ••

EL B O S Q U E
AP AR Tl \l\ EN TS

• Luxur ious I, 2, and 3
Bedro om Floor plans
• Two Swim ming Pools
• Tenni s Court s
• Beaut ifully Lands caped
• Large Caban a Area
with Bar-B-Que Grills
• On-si te Mana gemen t
• 24-ho ur On-Ca ll
maint enanc e
Distan ce to
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Broncs tee off Monday for new season
Garcia says that the players hit a rut and began to point fingers at each other.
"There wasn't a leader to get them through," Garcia said. The lone senior on
n., Pan American
the squad was in a rut himself and was in no position to take charge of the team.
Garcia expects a lot from this year's team. Many coaches believe that their
Men's golf is geared up and ready to tee off for the 1996-97 season, and head
team can "win it", but Garcia knows that his team is capable.
golf coach John Garcia expects much from his golfers this year despite the
"We played as good as any team has played here in that last ten years," said
teams seventh place finish last year in the Sun Belt Conference.
Garcia of last years squad. This year will be no different as the golf club lost
This season he has two strong lettermen returning to lead the golf club into
just one player.
the season. According to Garcia, seniors Inigo Del Val and Mike Perez are
expected to take up the leadership roles. The team is bringing back five of its
This season has already started off on the right foot as the Broncs have made
golfers from last year as well.
their niche in UTPA history.
"I finally have two seniors who started the program with me four years ago
For the first time ever the Sun Belt Conference golf tournament will be hosted
that are really good players," Garcia said. "It's all about experience."
by UTPA at Cirnmaron Country Club. UTPA had merely co-hosted a tournaGarcia stresses that experience is the crux of a good team, and hav.,.--- - ---~ ment with Lamar in the past which was held in Houston.
ing one excellent golfer does not necessarily fare well for the team
·._ "They're excited about us hosting the conference tournament," Garcia
in the long run. For this reason he feels that Del Val and Perez are
said of his golfers.
the keys to a successful season.
·
' He predicts that the conference tournament will give the players the
As for the more inexperienced breed, Garcia looks for some
[ mental boost to play up to par.
leadership qualities in them to fill whatever gaps are left to close.
/ Golf is a year round sport at UTPA. The fall semester's competition
Garcia says that he expects the underclassmen to perform well.
,, ends on November 5, at the University of Texas-Arlington.
Garcia feels that new addition John Amoure, a junior college trans/ ' The season picks up again on February, and then season concludes with
fer from San Jacinto in Houston, will fill the role that is expected of the
the Sun Belt Conference tournament in April.
transfers.
.' Golf conference champions, unlike most other collegiate sports, aren't auto"He seems like a motivator-type of leader," he said.
' matically entitled to enter higher levels of competition. Teams are selected to
Garcia says that last year's squad was a good one despite the finish. The
· advance into nation tournaments by their accomplishments, both individual and
team started the fall semester with a bang only to drop at the end of the year.
team efforts, not conference championships.
The Broncs had four top five finishes, two in the top ten, and a near victory in
"It's all done through your performance throughout the year," Garcia said of
Phoenix.
,
the NCAA tournament. "It's real hard."
Naturally, Garcia believed that the team was well on their way to a champiOnly eight teams per region advance to the national tournament. But the
onship finish at the break, perhaps a NCAA tournament bid.
Broncs are in a region that includes Texas, Texas A&M, SMU,Texas Tech,
"I was thinking, maybe we'll play good enough to be considered to play in
Baylor, and Houston among other schools. It's a very difficult field to compete
the NCAA(tournament)," Garcia said.
against when your a golfer at UTPA.
But the spring semester came and went with no sign of the golf team that
The golfers' will be hosting the first tournament of the season 8 a.m. at the
nearly won a tournament in Phoenix.
Cimarron Country Club in Mission on Sept. 16-17.
"We just fell on our faces," said Garcia of the spring tournaments.

Oscar Gonzales

BANDS FOR THE MONTH OF
SEPTEMBER

WEEKDAYS

r--------------------,
OIL CAN HARRY S
9

1

l0MI UTE OIL CHANGE

EVERY WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
STEEL HEARTS WITH A VARIETY OF MUSIC
FROM COUNTRY TO TEJANO AND INTERNATIONAL

WEEICEJ DS
SEPT.13TH STEELHEARTS
SEPT. 14THSTEVEN MAY & COUNTRY KNIGHTS

WORKS LIKE LIQUID BALL BEARINGS ™

*SEPT. 20TH NATIONAL COUNTRY ARTIST

95
OPENING ACT: STEEL HEARTS
SEPT. 27TH SERGIO & ROPIN THE WIND

(Sa~~o§o~· oo)

2602 S. Closner (Bus. 281)

SEPT. 28TH STEVEN MAY & SOUTHERN KNIGHTS

(210) 318-1754
The Home of Fast, Friendly Service
Edinburg • Weslaco • Harlingen
•11..!:;= ===M.:;:.l,_:.,:~-====;;,;;;;,.:i---=----""'""""...................._____...,.___..... L._ - ·- - - ·- - - - - - - - -~ ..
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